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I. INTRODUCTION

of

S
structural adjustment requirements.

indeed gratified that a good number of Member States of the
are

co-operation a great credit.

also gratified that the momentum for mobilizing international
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Office for Emergency Operations in Africa for the successful
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managing to raise substantial funds for the implementation of the Joint
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Programme. We are equally gratified by the untiring

. ■*-

but also decided to devo e h" greter partVitlT %?P m°r
scheduled to take place in July lltl \" tWenty-flrst session,

1Heads of state and
now

i^n! ^ f th°Se °f the Past' the "suits of their
lmPlementatlon are still in the future. Similarly, our appeal ttat at its

■TIT "IIII III II rrTnifnriHi.7ir.iDM!
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sixth
of at least US$12 billion and that the ^c. *ious levels has so far
third UNDP programming cycle should be kept « *™ t of IDA has
been ignored. If our P^a concern.n he xxth repl^^ ^ ^ ^

been ignored as a result of the de""°n be surprised about
economically powerful country in the world, should on F
the lack of progress on the seventh -P -ishment In thsam .^ ^

appeal to countries to attain the arg of ^^eveloped countries

ta^r^rrLternat onal f=L^S ^^e
United Nations Development Decade and the Sub-"nt"^- g^

sssr e=r^^

in pp on fund ng *« 1^«~aJat tentatively agreed in early
maximum expected is far less tn™^ multilateral concessionary

Indeed our proposal for a hign powet ^ Africa is yet to be
impact of multilateral and bilatera -sxstance to Africa i y

b th Secretary-General of tte ^"^^
impact of multilateral

taken up by the Secretary-General of tte ^"^^1,B Special
that our Executive Secretary «^c^£t^1G^ure that this proposal
Representative on Africa s » c "sis will

aspects of the crisis in our continent.

8. xn spite and perhaps because of what remains to be done to

i d hrterm aspects of the c"s"; W^
8. xn spite and perhaps ^

the immediate and short-erm aspects of the c"s"; W^ecided to pare a
by the overall positive results so far ^^"e have decided P P
second Special Memorandum for your attention, this time witn

the long-term aspects of the crisis. j :

9. indeed, while the present crisis was X
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deep and go back many
rle-ated

81"S °f the African

three years. Yet poor agricultural Llf * deg"es' and o
difficulties, budget defiit ^Hl/ 5 "Cf' balan«-°f-

last

payments
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II
THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE AFRICAN CRISIS

st

scarcity; water and energy shortages
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dtp iLTll' h°Ter> reiterate that ^e crisis is but a

of the socio-economic situation have been
trends since the early 1970s As a rPQ11u „<= ==:

rs

and is itseif

g

' i u°;: :isDrdei- reflrting a ion8-term
the latter Afri" "^ "" Capit" f°°d Producti-- With respect tothe latter, Africa is in fact the only region where food production has

o
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*-u uiipn Africa's population was
been losing the race with population growth When Afric ^ P ^
growing at an average annual rate of 2 8 per cent, ^ ^ ^ p£r

food production in ^V^r/Ltf-suffiaency ratios dropped from 98 per
cent with the result that food self *"«^iency ^.^

cent in the 1960s to 86 per cent in the 19 ^J™ production increased
population in Africa grew at a rate oM per cent P^ ^ ^ geif_

by a mere 1 per cent thus implying • *«*« deter „ increased
sufficiency ratios. Consequently he value of ^ ^^ f

from US$0.6 billion in 1970'° US$£5;^ ion-s food requirements, while
imports constitute almost a fifth of the r g Furthermore, Africa's
dependency on food aid has increased over the ^ declined> by 2
real export earnings from crops and 1-estock hav ural exports

STJli'Si i-Ss nnual rate ofExZS 17 " STJli'Si i-lSs at an annual rate of
approximately 5 per cent.

„. Africa's overdependence on --nal^ets through^ ^^l«
export structure characterized by °~«P«^ mineral products, whose prices
on the production of a few ^r-ultural and mineral P _ ^

have been sliding downward, and ^^XH/^iLs trade and financial
dil creasing - have '"U"6° d

have been sliding , ^^XH/^iLs trade and financi
have been steadily increasing - have '"U"6° han reserves, which stand
balances and a sharp depletion m foreign -chang^ ^^ ^ ^

in many African countries.

„. The structural internal and eternal disequiHhrium of the African

mies, the inadequate and poo,: conditi ns o Afr«.^ P^ ^
glance p

economies, the inadequate and poo,: conditi ^ ^ ^
communications infrastructure, energy glance p t
and increasing desertification of the continent, ^^^ ^^

human resource development; and ™"Jr^£^ of Pthe African economies;

20 The excessive dependence of th<

has also had serious repercussions on develOpment of domestic
efficiency, exploitation of natural "source > * relative to

technology and the COTPft"^8^^ the predominance of perverse inter-

manufactured imports from ttie aeveiuF ^ . frustrated genuine

also been at the root 01 ^ Africa to achieve economic independ-

encTand Accelerated growth and development.
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by the Pretoria regime,which Lve
proceed effectively with thei> «„ ?e
situation of ilL^^°

their ability to

A. long as this

L^r^t^:rat:h r-term structural transforLtionmefsures IT ^ ^^ ™d
Plan of Action and the Final Act of T"SUreS " as eclated in the Lagos
become a permanent, structural phenol8" " 'hefccu«»* emergency will
Africa from its current pTAful'sZteZl^t ^ °f transf°™-8
capable of achieving a erowine J»f * ^ economic community
growth and development inTTe "Ly Self"reliant and self-sustained

measures. Unless we act with the 1 l°ng-tenn structural adjustment
act now, Africa will have f r ° 1? f" the Probl- ^serves and
Particular concern to us in thi reJrdTs thf " tO-1O°k ^^ tO" Of
rapid growth of the African popuJtion Cons itute^08"^1011 ^ ^ CU"ei*
into account in Africa's socin-o™ constitutes a factor to be taken

obvious implications of such a rapid^te If ""f Pr°SPeCtS' given the
demand for food, employment opportunities theT T°? 8r°Wth f°r the
income distribution, the demand for fL ' u °f P6r Capita incomes,
the demand for social ser^ces educf^ " 3n8e> h°USing i
dependency burdens, and the ^^^I

" beyOnd the
such muUidLtil
capacity of our African

The positive and growing respo^^.^^^'"'*16 " Unaided"
immediate humanitarian aspects of the crisis £Th co™unity to the
acknowledged, very effective L*\ ti "" aS we have already
often said that iLitfng our attentf \C°7endable- But it cannot be too
The assistance of the international " ^P6" iS 3 grevious mis^ke.
relaunching the inititi f ^ ^"^y t b

istance of the internat
relaunching the initiative for ^
efforts to'attack h ol s
the continent's underdevelopment
spirit that animated internaHnni
by the emergency wi^l TuoZl^l
economic transformation in Africa

f

t

»"»t be geared towards

T'*" "? -PPorting Africa's
socio-economic crisis and

h°pe that the

to engineer socio-
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III. MEASURES FOR LONG-TERM STRUCTURAL CHANGE

==r
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, and ensureand strengthen his abilities for endogeneous creativity, and ens
effective democratiZation of the development process in general.

27 We are also aware that such an effort requires us to improve the manage

SShss::;
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»£S£lSESStl983-2008-T»reli»iB-r Publ"
^^meli^e-s that should constxtuL""8^-^"
that follows. We i y Pri°rity
tional support will be f^Lco^ ng'in SuZrt
same manner and spirit in which tL L !
the humanitarian needs of Ifrica

entitled ECA and Africa's

for acti™ » the section

Priority areas in the

c™ity has responded to
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IV
. INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT MEASURES IN PRIORITY AREAS

A. SUPPORT FOR ACTION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

and implications fnr development and
1.

economic growth

29. Observed trends and projections under P

dlographic situation in most A^c^tri
growing competition between population and

m
year 2000 and 1.90 bil

employment, and match essential services

its own
development" will come to nought

Prcr-j of tldi
tion Conference held i

rn rr;
January

I

population redistribution and training.
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ide adequate
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1« own sel, and

ic of Tanzania)

ion which all African
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2- Food and agricultural development

the momentum

green revolution in Isia i^ Z 1970^ —Poking to the

sector with » i p r

in food. The benign neglect lo
have to be reversed I
have to he adopted'to

revitali-'ion of the

°f "If-sufficiency
been subJ-«ed will

iiillliiil:
patterns will have to change not onlv tT Pa" °f ^ ^^ Ci

■■■■■:
product on for I i ^ ""^ f°r6StS' animal ^Bbandry andproduction for exports m an integrated package. Such sustained financial
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and technical support will need to be free of administrative and procurement
constraints. We urge donor agencies to shift emphasis towards increased
"lof food,8which has suffered at the expense of their P££»p.«on
with large-scale projects for cash crops and raw materials for exports.
Assistance should also increasingly be directed towards measures for
Securing substantial reductions in food wastage and attaining a -rkedly
higher degree of food security. The assistance we are asking for will have
to favour the steady modernization of traditional patterns of P"d-"°"
including more effective utilization of surface and underground water soil
conservation, land reclamation and other measures to expand arable land

credit to farmers, maintain effective and remunerative price and fiscal
policies and ensure the availability of agricultural inputs generally.

35 We further call upon the international community to support and
strengthen research and development activities with both expertise and
inancial resources. Support nee* to be given especially for the deve oP-

ment of quick-maturing as well as drought-, disease- and pest-resistant
Trop varieties, the selection and development of drought- and diseases-
resistant animal species, the exploration of new farming systems and new
crops adapted to different agro-ecological zones. Research into post-
harvest technologies and marketing practices needs also to be supported.
The application of new technologies, genetic engineering and biotechnology
especially, for increasing food production, and enhancing preservation,

protection and processing, deserves special attention.

3. Industrial development

36 The Lagos Plan of Action sets out the broad framework for the long
term development of the industrial sector in Africa. This fr.amework has
been translated into practical operational terms in the programme for the
Industrial Development Decade for Africa, 1980-1990. The programme and-
the guidelines for priority action during the preparatory phase of the
Decade spell out the short-, medium- and long-term measures to be taken by
African countries themselves, by regional and subregional organizations

and by the international community to develop the industrial sector in

Africa The Decade, which entered its implementation phase in January 1985,
has a substantial component of technical co-operation with African countries

and relevant intergovernmental organizations.
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endowments for the satisfaction of the basic needs of
and

of thp L , ° lnCreaSe th61r c°"tributions and to take the requirements
of the Decade programme fully into account. quirements

38. Specifically, we ask donors and development and finance institutions
to channel their collective and co-ordinated efforts, in the first instance
to measures for the rehabilitation, revitalization, rejuvenation and '
rationalization of Africa'a ailing manufacturing enterprises during the
nat^LiemerSenCy SltUati°n- Massive international support is neeld for
national programmes to rehabilitate existing plants and factories and mile
use of available excess capacity. These are necessary first steps to arrest
the evident process of de-industrialization in the region and to set in
motion activities for reorienting industry.

t "e 3f £°r devel°PInent ^sistance to be concentrated on
training for the acquisition of essential skills. This would

include training for both industrial management and operations a the

fnenT- T .InCreaSed SUPP°rt will h^e to be given to the major
specialized training institutions at the national, subregional ana regional

', a programme of assistance for the rationalization and
reorientation of the industrial sector will have to be formulated and

uJ11™ I thS Same tlme as measures for the short term. Such a programme
will have to concentrate on reallocating resources on the basis of
reappraised industrial policies and strategies and the required institu
tional machinery. Thus,priority will have to be given to prospect ng for
and processing local raw materials, making intermediate inputs for local
use and developing linkages throughout the economy, especially with agri
culture. Emphasis will also have to be put on activities that foster the

lln^ZvT sT°n °f *ndustrial caPa"ty through subregional and regional
groupings and the creation of resource-based industries that use local skills
and domestic raw materials. Of crucial importance in this regard are the
promo ion of small-scale agro-processing industries in the rural sector! the
promotion of enterpreneurial capabilities and the development of technical
and "".Serial skills. Particular emphasis will be given to the development
of core industries, especially of the metallurgical, engineering, chemical,
building materials, capital goods and pharmaceutical types. Special
consideration will also have to be given to the enhanced development of
small-scale industries, especially those feeding and supporting medium- and
large-scale industries.
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4.

expansion of domestic markets in general.

42 It is important to emphasize that while new capacity will have to be
built there is an immediate need for assistance in maintaining and

of transport through the expansion or

institutions.

5. Trade and finance

of training facilities and

s£s sss=*=ir?;~ 5
Jessively diminishing. Likewise, we cannot hope to make the necessary
transformations if we continue to obtain increasing quantities, not only of

alt our efforts at effective resource mobilization for national development
and Progress We must therefore take urgent and effective measures now to
diversity our export commodities and markets and to control and rationalize
S through sound and efficient import substitution strategies. We are

reinforced by sufficient external support from developed countries and
international financial institutions.

"=■

international financial institutions.
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will have to be reviewed with a view to making them more effective

rss^^^ssr1111 savings
47 As already stated, the measures mentioned above will no doubt alleviate
the acute pressure on internal and external balances. However lasting
so utions to the balance-of-payments and debt problems will ma eria ze
only with substantial support from the international community. Our guide-
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line in this regard remains the Addis Ababa Declaration on Africa s External
indebtedness, adopted by the African Ministers of Finance at their meeting
on Africa's external indebtedness held at Addis Ababa in June 1984 and
annexed to our first Special Memorandum. That Declaration stipulate the
"Lures that need to be taken at the national subregiona regional and
international levels in respect of the debt problem, especially debt relief
measures; balance-of-payments support; increased resource flo™J;nJo *£lca'
measures against rising interest rates; and alleviation of external debt
through fair trade practices. We take this opportunity to renew our call to
Economic and Social Council and the international community at large to
offer material support for the implementation of the proposals contained in
that Declaration. We call upon them in particular to give«"°u8 **
favourable consideration to proposals on specific debt relief, balance of
payments support, increased resource flows into Africa, measures against
rK interest rates and the alleviation of external debt through air
trade practices. In this connection it might be appropriate to remind the
international community that a one per cent rise in the rate of interest
amounts to an additional burden of some US$1.5 billion in annual debt
servicing charges - an amount equal to the unmet emergency needs of drought
affected African countries in 1985, which were the subject of an interna

tional conference in Geneva in March of this year.

6. The development of natural resources

48. A most pressing requirement is to exercise effective control over

Africa's natural resources. This is important for enhancing the level of
their development and utilization and for promoting the effective linkages
that natural resource development can generate within national economies.

This of course implies the need to deepen knowledge of their existence,

exploitability and potential end-uses.

49 International technical and financial assistance will be needed for
the development or strengthening of programmes for the inventory of water,
forestry, minerals, energy and livestock resources. Both bilateral and
multilateral assistance will be required for the preparation arid interpre
tation of basic geological, geophysical, geochemical and metallogenic maps

to guide surveys at the national level. Assistance will increasingly have
to be directed to the creation or review and strengthening geological and
mining services. Of equal importance will be support in soil analysis and
testing and the preparation of soil maps including land utilization and
soil stability maps. Finally, a programme of assistance in natural resources

development will have to pay particular attention to the utilization of
information on natural resources as a basis for the formulation of national
development plans and programmes within the framework of self-reliance and

self-sustainment.
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Wn ! PP° t° international community in the attainment of an
improved energy balance will be crucial. Assistance is particularly needed
in the exploitation of alternative energy resources such as coal, natural
gas, hydropower and new and renewable sources such as solar energy, wind
biomass and geothermal energy for which great potential exists. Lse
developments will greatly promote the shift from oil, the region's require-

1• Combating drought and desertification

51. The current drought-induced emergency is both a consequence and a
cause of Africa s underlying structural problems. Drought itself is
closely associated with desertification which in turn is to a great
extent the result of population pressures, overcultivation, overgrazing
deforestation and unskilled irrigation. The widespread nature of these
phenomena throughout Africa and the tendency for drought to recur with
increasing virulence have increased our fears that we may be faced with
permanent, structural hunger, famine and underdevelopment. While at

present, efforts are necessarily concentrated on emergency measures to

LT X l?TS °f dr°Ught ^ dtifii
gy asures to

to hLT X l?T g desertifi^tion, appropriate measures
to deal with the long-term problem must be embarked upon immediately It
is obvious that the scientific and technological inputs we need to face the
problem squarely and successfully will derive in a large measure from
international assistance. Such assistance will have to be substantial

TTlT"and/USttined ' fihd ^i
e substantial

ToTclT"iand/USttined\ f' furnished ^thin integrated national programmes
tor combating drought and desertification.

52. We Require scientific and technical support, especially for stregthen-
ing national manpower and institutional capabilities for climatic research
and applications. Assistance will have to be directed especially towards
enhancing and sustaining a network of institutions for training the
co-ordination of data collection, analysis and dissemination through the
expansion and modernization of existing national and subregional meteoro
logical and weather observation stations to cover micro-climatic types
enhancing existing climatic data processing facilities, updating where'
necessary, the inventory of national, subregional and regional weather data
stations and reinforcing the existing mechanism for increased collaboration
in matters related to the collection, analysis and dissemination of
meteorological and hydrological data and information.

53. Assistance will also be required in improving water, land and forest
utilization and management practices. Joint programmes developed in this
regard will have to take due cognizance of local, social and cultural

conditions including population dynamics, local perceptions of drought
conditions and their causes and traditional adaptation to drought and
desertification.
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,- ,-• „ nf ™ace science and technology, especially remote
54. The application of sPa"s"e™\ me,eorolosical know-how, will

sensing, -^^V^meToTea n the control of drought and desertifi-
increasingly have to come to bear on t needed to internallze

considerable, and require substantial eternal

M. The importance of science and technology as instruments
and sustaining development and economigrowth is recog

Plan of Action. This importance is ^^^.'^"
and technology chapter xs the onge in the Plan.
autonomous capacities so that science an

i

of

us capacities so that science an h pl in this

of development is the avcr-ridin bje ' frengthening of national

and emerging technologies on
t0 ensure

Z££T^Z Nation and manpower development, housing, urban
development and the environment.

56 Assistance to member States will thus have to focus on the formulation

mmmm
and demonstration of technologies an<J

and natural resources, will

have to be borne in mind

-

of the Lagos Plan of Action
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9' -Hunan "sourcesdevelopment: anH „«■< w^^

changes. Not only do „have tnl t ?"* " effecti*S the requisite
skills, now in short slplf to df! "" e"eCtively "tUi,. critical
internally generated self-I' ,°- 8" lnStltute and ««stain the kinds of
growth envisaged in the Los Pl^fT^"68 °f eC°n°miC devel°P-«t and
ensure the full participation of l " """^ " the i

P«t

" the Same time

z ;; """

^^
regional and .nultinatiol e! o^ f^^
in order for there to be development ,nf
call made in the Plan for it^ f Progress

*"
must make

We therefore renew the

.„
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B. SUPPORT FOR ACTION AT THE SUBREGIONAL AND REGIONAL
LEVELS

tackUn8 the Problems that face our countries We

r

p

2- Strengthening sectoral integration

:

Collective action atthe subregional and regional levels needs to be

ThereT "^ Vig°Ur> esPeciallv ^ the food and agricul-

in"fnn7 ""VtrateSy that WiU eventually «nder the region^f-sufficient
m food. Such a strategy must take into account possibilities for cross-
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country specialization in food

security programmes will have to

National food

harmonized for

development

industrial water supply,
control and draxnage

physical integration of the African continent.

M The ootential for subregional and regional co-operation is immense;
J id ort from the international community to harnes

for

subregional and regional coop

support from the international community to harness

co-operation and integration programmes, projects and

3. Support for Africa's economic independence and stability

66 It is obvious that the underlying objective of the long-term strategy

comparative advantage
labour. The

survive by
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to strengthen our soHdar^y Ll
culture, traditions and re L 1
that a ^eak and divided IiII '

e ^7^° "? '" that " P°SSible
' ^ advanta8e "« our common

-^™ational community should realize

5?
general.and the major trading partners of South
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V. CONCLUSION

69. While we fully accept that the prime responsibility for turning the

tide rests with our Governments and peoples, Africa's economic and social
crisis is of such a ramified, complex and extensive nature that indigenous ^

efforts to attack the root causes of Africa's pervasive socio-economic crisis

and underdevelopment, no matter how bold and genuine, cannot succeed without
the prompt and active support of the international community and a firm

belief in international interdependence.

70. We have outlined in this memorandum measures that should constitute

priority areas for long-term structural change. It is our fervent hope

that, in the same spirit that the international community hastened to respond

to the humanitarian needs of our continent, members of this community will

commit themselves to helping fully in the economic recovery and development

of Africa and will provide prompt, effective and adequate assistance in

support of these measures. We do sincerely hope that the Economic and
Social Council will not only give our second memorandum serious consideration

but also add its voice to our appeal for effective international solidarity

to bring about a new Africa which is capable of standing on its own feet,

an effective partner in the international economic system.




